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Finding the right content as a reporter or producer used to cost hours of valuable time.
Trawling hundreds of stories, across dozens of sources, with countless tabs in your browser open was the norm. Even if you could comb through this ocean of content, you had no
way of identifying what was going to play well with your audience besides gut instinct.

This led to a general feeling that’s common in the media industry today - lost control of
time and resources, with no concrete gauge on how efforts are paying off. According to
the Spring 2016 NewsWhip Content and Social Strategy Survey, nearly 55 percent of media professionals say their biggest challenge to social success is having adequate human
and financial resources.
This problem is further complicated by changing social algorithms and overload of digital
content, making it near impossible to see the impact of the biggest content simply by
sifting through social feeds.
All of these factors make executing the most efficient social strategy more complicated
than ever. In today’s day and age, speed in choosing and producing the best content for
your audience is absolutely essential for maximum return on investment.
So how do you surface the right stories across the billions published each day, in a timely
enough fashion to direct your strategy without overusing your resources?
NewsWhip Spike crawls millions of content objects - stories, pictures, videos, news articles
- and then compares them against the engagement they’re collecting on all social media
platforms right now. All of the information that was previously scattered across countless
websites and social platforms is now centralized in one dashboard, ranked by importance
to your audience. The stories that are guaranteed to be successful for any niche audience
are stored at your fingertips with clear indicators of success from social media interactions.
Let’s say you’re a news producer, looking to grow your reach on social and push out the
most engaging content without devoting your entire day to sifting through viral content.
How can you shave off those hours of sifting through social feeds to save valuable time
and money?
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NewsWhip client BuzzFeed uses Spike to do just that. By centralizing all of the sites and
social networks BuzzFeed wants to keep track of, reporters are free to jump on a story
gaining traction immediately.



It’s a one-stop spot to see what’s trending all over the place.

Andre Borges, Social News Reporter, BuzzFeed

Using the Spike video filter, we can search to show only the most engaging Facebook
videos from the past hour, to see what topics are bubbling up on social that could make
for an organization like BuzzFeed or NowThis piece. The stories that are going to be successful today are clear - allowing you to allocate resources to projects at light-speed.
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Most engaged and viral Facebook posts in the world over the past hour.

By providing this kind of specialized insight into content engagement on all social platforms, updating in real-time, BuzzFeed reporters are able to do away with hours of rudimentary research and save time. NewsWhip clients say the Spike discovery dashboard
saves them one hour or more per day, per human resource, by eliminating the need to
search dozens of sources for emerging content.
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The most popular Facebook news posts for the last 3 hours.

“In that regard, it probably shaves an hour off my day of me pointlessly scrolling through
my Facebook feed.” - Brad Esposito, Social News Reporter, BuzzFeed
That’s about 240 hours of time and $6,000 saved per year for the average worker in media and marketing in New York City.
Reporters no longer have to shift monitoring strategies depending on the type of content
they’re looking for or topic they’re reporting on. Spike surfaces the most relevant content
and ranks it by its trajectory of engagement, letting you jump on the content guaranteed
to resonate with your audience.
By centralizing billions of content objects across every social network, NewsWhip is proven to save your time - helping you spend more of it writing and creating great content.

Start Saving Time and Money with a Free Trial of Spike
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